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1. WHEREAS, secondhand smoke, also known as ETS (Environmental Tobacco Smoke), is responsible for over 3000 lung cancer deaths per year; and

2. WHEREAS, secondhand smoke has been classified as a Class A carcinogen; and

3. WHEREAS, the University has a responsibility to maintain a safe and comfortable atmosphere; and

4. WHEREAS, the current University Regulation 180 regarding smoking allows the administrator of each University facility to independently designate up to 50% of the facility’s public space as areas where smoking is permitted; and

5. WHEREAS, the smoking policy in all private offices is determined by the occupant; and

6. WHEREAS, the limitation of smoking to specific areas of a building cannot fully protect unwilling individuals from exposure to the possible deadly effects of secondhand smoke;

7. THEREFORE, be it resolved by the Student Senate of the Associated Students of the University of Wyoming that we recommend that smoking be prohibited throughout all University enclosed facilities including the residence halls, but excluding other residential facilities owned, leased or operated by the University.
Referred to: Student Living
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